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What’s Going On?

Washington Adds Trade Tariffs Against
China, Asking Others to Join In

U.S. President Joe Biden announcing new tariffs against Chinese
imports on the White House lawn on May 14, 2024.
(Source: @POTUS via Twitter, Public Domain)

- On May 14, at the end of a regular four-year review of
tariffs, President Joe Biden announced a significant
increase in tariffs on Chinese electric vehicles (EVs),
chips, and other products, including a 100% tariff on
EVs. President Biden said this move, which impacts
$18 billion worth of Chinese imports over the next two
years, is designed to protest and boost domestic U.S.
manufacturing while counteracting “cheating” trade
practices such as overcapacity and subsidization.
- Several U.S. industry leaders condemned the higher,
broad-based tariffs, calling them unstrategic during a
time of high inflation and ultimately harmful to U.S.
economic growth.
- One day before the tariffs were announced, speaking
in a televised interview, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen
expressed her hope that China would not significantly
retaliate against any potential U.S. tariffs on Chinese
goods and explained that the U.S. must protect its
emerging industries from unfair competition.
- One week after the tariffs were announced, Secretary

China Responds Strongly to the Biden
Administration’s Tariff Hike

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi remarking on Washington’s new
tariffs during a joint conference in Pakistan on May 15, 2024.
(Source: Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Public Domain)

- In potential retaliation against Washington’s tariff
hikes, China’s Ministry of Commerce announced the
launch of a year-long anti-dumping probe into
polyoxymethylene, a thermoplastic used in various
industries and imported from the U.S., the European
Union, Taiwan and Japan.
- China’s Ministry of Commerce also imposed import
and export bans on some U.S. firms, including Boeing
Defense, Space & Security, General Atomics
Aeronautical Systems, and General Dynamics Land
Systems. The new ban disallows the companies from
making new investments in China and prohibits the
senior executives from entering China, whose work
permits will be revoked and not allowed to be renewed.
- Immediately after President Biden formally announced
major tariffs on billions of Chinese goods, Beijing
pushed back with the Ministry of Commerce directly
stating this move “will seriously affect the atmosphere
of bilateral cooperation.”
- Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi gave reporters
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Yellen made a public call to Europe to join the U.S. in
pushing back against China’s excessive industrial
policy. Yellen also said these changes are a counter
against a threat to the global economy, not anti-China.
- A United Kingdom city official, commenting on the
Biden administration’s tariffs, explained that distancing
the UK economy from China’s is not a feasible option as
engaging with strategic competitors like China is
“crucial” to the UK’s economic future.

Associated News Sources:
“U.S. Seeks to Join Forces With Europe to Combat Excess
Chinese Goods,” The New York Times, May 21 [Paywall]
“UK cannot afford to give ‘cold shoulder’ to China, says
City minister,” The Guardian, May 20
“Biden sharply hikes US tariffs on billions in Chinese chips,
cars,” Voice of America, May 14
“Import Groups Decry Higher U.S. Tariffs on China-Made
Goods,” The Wall Street Journal, May 14 [Paywall]
“Yellen Hopes China Doesn’t Mount ‘Significant’ Trade
Retaliation,” Bloomberg, May 13 [Paywall]

unusually direct comments regarding the tariffs: “This
is the most typical form of bullying in the world
today!...some people in the U.S. have lost their sanity in
order to safeguard their unilateral hegemony.” Wang Yi
also called the increased tariffs a sign of weakness and
lack of self-confidence, not of strength.
- Chinese executives in the auto industry are also
openly expressing frustration over the quadrupled
tariffs on Chinese EVs, with one directly calling
‘overcapacity’ a “fake concept” and accusing
Washington of not knowing all of the facts.

Associated News Sources:
“China launches its own anti-dumping probe following
Biden’s monster tariffs,” CNN, May 20
“China commerce ministry bans some US firms from
import, export activities,” Reuters, May 19
“Beijing vows retaliation against Biden's hikes of tariffs on
Chinese imports,” Voice of America, May 15
“China says 'bullying' tariff hike shows some in US are
'losing their minds,’” CNN, May 14
“Overcapacity is a ‘fake concept’, says the international
head of a major Chinese carmaker: ‘They don’t know what
is happening in my house’,” Yahoo!Finance, May 14

Chatter About Taiwan Bubbles Up As
the Taiwan Inauguration Passes By

President Lai Ching-te, the First Lady and Vice President Bi-khim
Hsiao attending the inaugural celebrations in the plaza in front of the
Presidential Office Building in Taipei, Taiwan on May 20, 2024.
(Source: Office of the President, Republic of China (Taiwan))

- According to two anonymous U.S. government
officials, two semiconductor chipmakers—the
Netherlands-based ASML and Taiwan-based
TSMC—have the capacity to remotely disable certain
chipmaking machines should China invade Taiwan.
Spokespeople from these two companies and from the
U.S. and Dutch governments either declined or did not
respond to press requests for comment on this topic.
- China has frozen the Chinese assets of and imposed a

The United States and China Prioritize
AI Communication and Security

(Source: Getty Images, Royalty-Free)

- A new OECD report on the global digital economy
highlights the United States’ competitive private
investment in AI, China’s leading in AI research and
Europe’s lagging in AI development.
- Following the U.S.-China dialogue in Geneva, experts
from the U.S. and China held a ‘Track 2’ dialogue in
Thailand on AI development. Debates largely focused
on effective regulation for AI application in the military
and each sides’ understanding of AI context, such as
the general definition for AI, concept of AI test, and
integration of generative AI in chemical or biological
warfare.
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ban on Mike Gallagher, a former U.S. lawmaker and
Taiwan supporter, for his words and actions that
“interfered in China's internal affairs.” Gallagher visited
Taiwanese leaders in Taipei in February to display
strong bipartisan support for Taiwan, its then-President
Tsai Ing-wen, and its then-incumbent President Lai
Ching-te.
- Beijing criticized Secretary of State Antony Blinken
after he delivered congratulations to Lai Ching-te on his
inauguration that took place on May 18.
- According to new data from Taiwan’s Ministry of
Economic Affairs, Taiwan’s investments in Mainland
China have fallen to its lowest level in more than two
decades and is now selling more to the U.S.
- The U.S. and Taiwan navies quietly conducted joint
drills in the Western Pacific in April. The exercise
focused on basic operations and tactical maneuvers to
ensure readiness in times of Chinese military threats.
- China criticized the passage of the U.S. destroyer
through the Taiwan Strait. China describes it as a
politically motivated act since it happened less than
two weeks before Taiwan’s new president takes office.

Associated News Sources:
“ASML and TSMC Can Disable Chip Machines If China
Invades Taiwan,” Bloomberg, May 21 [Paywall]
“China sanctions ex-US lawmaker and supporter of
Taiwan,” Reuters, May 21
“Taiwan is selling more to the US than China in major shift
away from Beijing,” AP, May 17
“Exclusive: U.S. and Taiwan navies quietly held Pacific
drills in April,” Reuters, May 14
“China criticizes US for ship's passage through Taiwan
Strait weeks before new leader takes office,” ABC News,
May 8

- Microsoft is asking its employees in China who are
responsible for machine learning and cloud computing
related developments to relocate to other countries.
- A U.S. Senate working group on AI, led by Senate
Majority Leader Chuck Schumer, proposed more federal
investment in facilitating U.S. nondefense AI innovation
such as reinforcing design and manufacture
cutting-edged AI chips and address, local election
campaigns, and “AI Grand Challenges” initatives.
- During the inaugural U.S.-China high-level dialogue on
AI, held in Geneva on May 15, U.S. officials addressed
their concern over China's “misuse of AI.” Meanwhile,
the Chinese representatives criticized the United States’
“restrictions and pressure” on its domestic AI industry.
- To safeguard its position in AI development, the U.S.
government is considering new export controls on
advanced AI models to Russia and China. The
regulation includes developing a computing power
threshold that was based on the amount of computing
power the exporting AI model held.
- U.S. Secretary of Commerce Gina Raimondo
announced that rules for restricting U.S. investments in
three Chinese sectors—semiconductors and
microelectronics, quantum information technologies
and certain artificial intelligence systems—will be
finalized by the end of 2024 to prevent U.S. funds and
expertise from aiding China’s military advancements.

Associated News Sources:
“In AI funding and research, China and US outperform
Europe,” Science Business, May 21 [Paywall]
“Experts link up in Thailand for US-China Track 2 dialogue
on AI,” Defense Scoop, May 20
“Microsoft asks some China staff to relocate amid
Sino-US tensions,” Reuters, May 16
“Senate Group Recommends Spending Tens of Billions of
Dollars on AI,” The Wall Street Journal, May 15 [Paywall]
“In first AI dialogue, US cites ‘misuse’ of AI by China,
Beijing protests Washington’s restrictions,” AP, May 15
“Exclusive: US eyes curbs on China's access to AI software
behind apps like ChatGPT,” Reuters, May 8 [Paywall]
“China outbound investment rule to be completed by end
of year -- US official,” Reuters, May 8
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Eyes Are On the Surge in Chinese
Migration to the U.S.

Immigrants from Ecuador, China and other nations wait to be
transported by U.S. Border Patrol agents to process their asylum
claims after crossing the U.S.-Mexico border on March 7, 2024 in
Campo, California. (Credit: Photo by John Moore/Getty Images)

- Argentine news outlet Infobae published a report
depicting how Chinese migrants are utilizing Ecuador
as a starting point to allow them to eventually reach the
U.S. to claim asylum. Ecuador is one of two South
American countries that currently do not impose entry
visa requirements for Chinese passport holders.
- CNN released an in-depth story on Chinese migrants
and a legal service center in New York City, including
statements on the increased rate of Chinese migration
from migrants, current asylum seekers, China’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, and an anonymous Chinese
government official.
- Speaking during a campaign rally, former President
Donald Trump suggested the surge in Chinese border
crossings into the U.S. of “mostly men” of “military age”
could be an attempt to “build a little army” in the U.S.,
comments that are leading observers to fear a
resurgence of harassment towards the Asian
community in the U.S.
- After 20 months, the U.S. and China have quietly
resumed cooperation on the repatriation of Chinese
migrants illegally stranded in the U.S. Almost ten times
as many Chinese nationals were arrested in 2023 at the
U.S. southern border compared to a year earlier.

Associated News Sources:
“Report: Chinese Citizens Using Ecuador – and Tiktok – to
Reach U.S. Border,” Breitbart, May 20
“Caught between China and the US, asylum seekers live in
limbo in New York City,” CNN, May 17
“Trump suggests Chinese migrants are in the US to build
an ‘army.’ The migrants tell another story,” AP, May 14
“China resumes cooperating with US on illegal migration,”
Voice of America, May 10

- In Other News -

An underwater cable near Yaqeta Island, Fiji.
(Source: Getty Images, Royalty-Free)

“A Chinese Phone Maker Did Something Apple Couldn’t:
Make an EV,” The Wall Street Journal, May 21 [Paywall]
“Investigation finds BMW, Jaguar Land Rover, Volkswagen
bought parts linked to forced labor in China,” The Hill, May
20
“U.S. Fears Undersea Cables Are Vulnerable to Espionage
From Chinese Repair Ships,” The Wall Street Journal, May
19 [Paywall]
“US bars imports from 26 Chinese textile firms over
suspected Uyghur forced labor,” Reuters, May 16
“China Sells Record Sum of US Debt Amid Signs of
Diversification,” Bloomberg, May 16 [Paywall]
“Shein switches focus to London after New York IPO
stalls,” Financial Times, May 16 [Paywall]
“US defense chief plans to meet with Chinese counterpart
in Singapore, US official says,” Reuters, May 16
“Putin and Xi Vow to Step Up Fight to Counter US
‘Containment,’” Bloomberg, May 16 [Paywall]
“US House committee advances bill to restrict BGI, WuXi
AppTec,” Reuters, May 15
“China ‘dwarfs’ US investments in EU neighbourhood
countries,” Financial Times, May 15 [Paywall]
“U.S. orders Chinese-backed crypto miner to sell land near
nuclear missile base,” CNBC, May 14
“Temu Cools on the U.S. After Shelling Out Billions,” The
Wall Street Journal, May 13 [Paywall]
“Reports on China’s Bad Lending Data Disappear on Social
Media,” Bloomberg, May 13 [Paywall]
“Former US Marine pilot arrested in Australia worked with
Chinese hacker unknowingly, lawyer says,” CNN, May 12
“As Silicon Valley Pivots to Patriotic Capital, China Ties
Linger,” The Wall Street Journal, May 12 [Paywall]
“US discussed 'overcapacity' in Chinese solar
manufacturing, coal in climate talks,” Reuters, May 10
“US overtakes China as Germany's top trading partner,”
Reuters, May 9
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-05-15/putin-starts-china-visit-seeking-xi-s-support-for-his-new-term
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https://www.wsj.com/business/retail/temu-cools-on-the-u-s-after-shelling-out-billions-4fa2092b
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-05-13/reports-on-china-s-bad-lending-data-disappear-on-social-media
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-05-13/reports-on-china-s-bad-lending-data-disappear-on-social-media
https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/12/australia/duggan-us-marine-pilot-australia-chinese-hacker-intl-latam/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/12/australia/duggan-us-marine-pilot-australia-chinese-hacker-intl-latam/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/finance/investing/as-silicon-valley-pivots-to-patriotic-capital-china-ties-linger-7030bf93
https://www.wsj.com/finance/investing/as-silicon-valley-pivots-to-patriotic-capital-china-ties-linger-7030bf93
https://www.reuters.com/sustainability/climate-energy/us-discussed-overcapacity-chinese-solar-manufacturing-coal-climate-talks-2024-05-10/
https://www.reuters.com/sustainability/climate-energy/us-discussed-overcapacity-chinese-solar-manufacturing-coal-climate-talks-2024-05-10/
https://www.reuters.com/business/us-overtakes-china-germanys-top-trading-partner-2024-05-09/
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What Are We Reading?
● The New York Times: “Biden’s Get-Tough-on-China Tariffs May Backfire” by Steven Rattner (May 21) [Paywall]
● The Wall Street Journal: “The U.S. Finally Has a Strategy to Compete With China. Will It Work?” by Greg Ip (May

20) [Paywall]
● The Washington Post: “As China ramps up disinformation, the U.S. is far too vulnerable” by Max Boot (May 20)

[Paywall]
● Financial TImes: “The battlegrounds that could decide a US-China war over Taiwan” by Kathrin Hille, et. al (May

19) [Paywall]
● The New York Times: “Biden’s China Tariffs Are the End of an Era for Cheap Chinese Goods” by Jim Tankersley

(May 18) [Paywall]
● The National Interest: “Three Opportunities for Better U.S.-China Cooperation” by Bruce Yandle (May 17)
● Visual Capitalist: “Comparing New and Current U.S. Tariffs on Chinese Imports” by Kayla Zhu, Niccolo Conte

and Sabrina Lam (May 16)
● Brunswick Group: “US Tariffs on China: What to Expect Next” by Brunswick China Hub (May 16)
● Foreign Policy: “The U.S. Should Stop Playing the Victim Over China Trade” by Tom Moerenhout (May 16)

[Paywall]
● Asia Society: “Taking Stock of U.S.-China Biotechnology Competition” by Patrick Beyrer (May 15)
● Financial Times: “Joe Biden and Donald Trump battle to prove who can be toughest on China” by James Politi

(May 15) [Paywall]
● The Wall Street Journal: “With America Off-Limits, China EV Makers Aim to Conquer Rest of World” by Yoko

Kubota and Sha Hua (Mat 15) [Paywall]
● BBC: “China’s spy threat is growing, but the West has struggled to keep up” by Gordon Corera (May 14)
● Bloomberg: “The White House’s Green Trade War Is Just Getting Started” by Liam Denning (May 14) [Paywall]
● Center for Strategic & International Studies: “Experts React: Energy and Trade Implications of Tariffs on Chinese

Imports” by Joseph Majkut, et al. (May 14)
● Defense Opinion: “CHIPS and Ships: Time to Stop Gambling with U.S. Seapower” by Rebecca Grant (May 14)
● Financial Times: “Putin’s trip to China may show US threats are wishful thinking” by Alexandra Prokopenko (May

14) [Paywall]
● The New York Times: “The End of TikTok Is a Propaganda Win for Beijing” by Nick Frisch and Dan Wang (May

14) [Paywall]
● The Wall Street Journal: “Why the World Has Gone Cuckoo for Copper” by Julie Steinberg (May 14) [Paywall]
● Project Syndicate: “Why the US Can’t Win the Trade War With China – and Shouldn’t Try” by Qiyuan Xu (May 13)
● Reuters: “How hard will new US tariffs hit China EVs and other exports?” by Ellen Zhang and Sarah Wu (May 13)
● Bloomberg: “Global Chips Battle Intensifies With $81 Billion Subsidy Surge” by Mackenzie Hawkins, et al. (May

12) [Paywall]
● Foreign Policy: “China and the U.S. Are Numb to the Real Risk of War” by Sulmaan Wasif Khan (May 12)

[Paywall]
● The Wall Street Journal: “Looming TikTok Ban Gives Young Voters Another Beef With Biden” by Molly Ball and

Natalie Andrews (May 12) [Paywall]
● The Wire China: “Gary Locke on Family and Trade Ties with China” by Bob Davis (May 12) [Paywall]
● Project Syndicate: “US-China Cooperation Remains Possible” by Joseph Nye (May 6)

https://www.nytimes.com/2024/05/21/opinion/biden-china-tariffs.html
https://www.wsj.com/economy/the-u-s-finally-has-a-strategy-to-compete-with-china-will-it-work-ce4ea6cf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2024/05/20/china-disinformation-american-elections/
https://ig.ft.com/taiwan-battlegrounds/
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/05/18/business/biden-china-tariffs.html
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/three-opportunities-better-us-china-cooperation-211064
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/comparing-new-and-current-u-s-tariffs-on-chinese-imports/
https://www.brunswickgroup.com/us-tariffs-on-china-what-to-expect-next-i26687/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2024/05/16/biden-tariffs-electric-vehicles-critical-minerals-batteries-china/
https://asiasociety.org/policy-institute/taking-stock-us-china-biotechnology-competition
https://www.ft.com/content/3d4608a3-7a5f-42ab-86b3-b4a2adbf0e63
https://www.wsj.com/business/autos/with-america-off-limits-china-ev-makers-aim-to-conquer-rest-of-world-d80a606e
https://www.bbc.com/news/articles/cmm33rm32veo
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2024-05-14/china-tariffs-white-house-s-green-trade-war-is-just-starting
https://www.csis.org/analysis/experts-react-energy-and-trade-implications-tariffs-chinese-imports
https://www.csis.org/analysis/experts-react-energy-and-trade-implications-tariffs-chinese-imports
https://defenseopinion.com/chips-and-ships-time-to-stop-gambling-with-u-s-seapower/604/
https://www.ft.com/content/d02df846-e6ab-4349-8ad3-00794a674a59
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/05/14/opinion/tiktok-sale-ban-legislation-congress-china.html
https://www.wsj.com/business/why-the-world-has-gone-cuckoo-for-copper-ef8c385a
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/china-surging-exports-result-of-significantly-devalued-renminbi-by-qiyuan-xu-2024-05
https://www.reuters.com/world/how-hard-will-new-biden-tariffs-hit-china-2024-05-13/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2024-05-12/chip-technology-spending-gets-81-billion-boost-in-china-rivalry
https://foreignpolicy.com/2024/05/12/china-us-taiwan-strait-war-nuclear-weapons-military-biden-xi-history/
https://www.wsj.com/politics/elections/tiktok-ban-biden-election-young-voters-c7b30aa0
https://www.thewirechina.com/2024/05/12/gary-locke-on-family-and-trade-ties-with-china/
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/us-china-cooperation-still-possible-climate-ai-arms-economy-public-health-by-joseph-s-nye-2024-05
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What’s Happening Around Town?

- Past Events -

● Can China offer a real alternative to liberal
democracy?
May 22 hosted by Brookings

● Rapid Reactions to the Taiwan Presidential
Inauguration
May 21 hosted by Asia Society Policy Institute

● Redefining Multilateralism: Shaping the Future of
Global Governance
May 17 hosted by Foreign Policy and United
Nations University

● No Invasion Necessary: A Discussion of How
China Can Employ a Coercion-Based Strategy to
Take Taiwan Without a War
May 16 hosted by American Enterprise Institute

● The Pernicious Impact of China’s Anti-Secession
Law
May 15 hosted by Hudson Institute

- Upcoming Events -

● The Senate Perspective on the US-China Rivalry
with Bill Hagerty
May 23 hosted by Hudson Institute

● Key Economic Strategies for Leveling the
U.S.-China Playing Field: Trade, Investment, and
Technology
May 23 hearing by U.S.-China Economic and
Security Review Commission

● China's Rise, Russia's Invasion, and America's
Struggle to Defend the West: A Conversation
with David Sanger
May 28 hosted by Center for Strategic &
International Studies

● Wilson China Fellowship Conference 2024
June 3 hosted by Wilson Center

What ICAS Is Up To

---L.E.A.D. Project Legislative Brief---
L.E.A.D. Legislative Brief: Passive Decoupling Targets Shipping, Emerging Tech and Green Industries

By Yilun Zhang & Amanda Jin
May 13, 2024

Introduction:

The 118th Congress embraced its
one-year countdown by continuing to
push for laws that restructure policies in
key areas of concerns. From January to
April 2024, lawmakers introduced 63
bills and made significant advances on
25 bills on China and China-related
issues. Among all, the bills’ primary
focuses include addressing green
products overcapacity and green energy
self-reliance, continued tech and
economic decoupling with China,
shipping and port security, the
competition on frontier technologies,
and Taiwan.

https://www.brookings.edu/events/can-china-offer-a-real-alternative-to-liberal-democracy/
https://www.brookings.edu/events/can-china-offer-a-real-alternative-to-liberal-democracy/
https://asiasociety.org/policy-institute/events/rapid-reactions-taiwan-presidential-inauguration
https://asiasociety.org/policy-institute/events/rapid-reactions-taiwan-presidential-inauguration
https://foreignpolicy.com/events/redefining-multilateralism/
https://foreignpolicy.com/events/redefining-multilateralism/
https://www.aei.org/events/no-invasion-necessary-a-discussion-of-how-china-can-employ-a-coercion-based-strategy-to-take-taiwan-without-a-war/
https://www.aei.org/events/no-invasion-necessary-a-discussion-of-how-china-can-employ-a-coercion-based-strategy-to-take-taiwan-without-a-war/
https://www.aei.org/events/no-invasion-necessary-a-discussion-of-how-china-can-employ-a-coercion-based-strategy-to-take-taiwan-without-a-war/
https://www.hudson.org/events/pernicious-impact-chinas-anti-secession-law
https://www.hudson.org/events/pernicious-impact-chinas-anti-secession-law
https://www.hudson.org/events/senate-perspective-us-china-rivalry-bill-hagerty
https://www.hudson.org/events/senate-perspective-us-china-rivalry-bill-hagerty
https://www.uscc.gov/hearings/key-economic-strategies-leveling-us-china-playing-field-trade-investment-and-technology
https://www.uscc.gov/hearings/key-economic-strategies-leveling-us-china-playing-field-trade-investment-and-technology
https://www.uscc.gov/hearings/key-economic-strategies-leveling-us-china-playing-field-trade-investment-and-technology
https://www.csis.org/events/chinas-rise-russias-invasion-and-americas-struggle-defend-west-conversation-david-sanger
https://www.csis.org/events/chinas-rise-russias-invasion-and-americas-struggle-defend-west-conversation-david-sanger
https://www.csis.org/events/chinas-rise-russias-invasion-and-americas-struggle-defend-west-conversation-david-sanger
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/event/wilson-china-fellowship-conference-2024
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Buzzword of the first quarter of 2024 will undoubtedly be “overcapacity.” Echoing the Biden administration’s call to
address China’s alleged overcapacity in green product manufacturing, Congress introduced a significant number of
bills that carried strong protectionist elements. Citing concerns on China’s dominance in green energy supply,
lawmakers also advocated for strengthening U.S. green energy self-reliance. The efforts to strengthen self-reliance
also coincided with the continuous push for tech and economic decoupling this quarter. An epitome of that
combination is the Congress-led investigation on China-made cranes and the subsequent push for reforming and
securing U.S. shipping industries and ports. Meanwhile, Congress aimed at further blocking Chinese access to
sensitive U.S. data, emerging technologies, and capital, while channeling more funding to frontier technology
research to better compete with Beijing in emerging industries and standard setting. On the foreign policy front,
Taiwan continued to be the most frequently discussed geopolitical issue on the Capitol Hill. Congress pushed for
more legislation during this quarter to demonstrate and strengthen U.S. commitment to Taiwan as the two sides of
the Pacific brace for a new Taiwan administration this May.

Read the Full Brief

In May 2023, the team at ICAS launched the U.S.-China Legislative and Executive Actions Directory (L.E.A.D.) Project to track
and summarize trending critical issues and developments on China, emanating from both the White House and Capitol Hill.

This is the fourth release of the Legislative Actions Directory and the first legislative release in 2024, covering U.S. legislative
moves on China from January to April 2024.

---Commentary---
Claims of Chinese Overcapacity Undermine America's Own Strengths

By Yilun Zhang
May 20, 2024

The Biden administration’s major hike of tariffs on Chinese electric vehicles (EV) will undoubtedly trigger a new wave
of tit-for-tat trade disputes with China, as Beijing vowed to take “all necessary measures” in response. Tensions with
China over trade may be a useful election gimmick for the Biden administration to boost its popularity among
blue-collar workers, critical in its race against former President Donald Trump. To protect the American auto industry
from a potential collapse, addressing Chinese auto imports will be a compelling argument for the American
autoworkers who endorsed the president earlier this year…

Continue Reading

This article was originally published by Xinhua on May 18, 2024

---Commentary---
Observer: China is a leading player in the global clean energy revolution

By Denis Simon
May 11, 2024

China has established significant competitive strengths in the fields of clean energy technologies, including electric
vehicles (EVs), lithium batteries and photovoltaic (PV) products. These strengths have positioned China as a leading
player in the global clean energy revolution, contributing in no small way to sustainable development worldwide.
Given the extent of China’s carbon-based footprint, the ramifications of a significant transition to new, cleaner energy
technologies can make a substantial difference in the fight against global climate change. China’s competitive
advantages derive from a number of key factors…

Continue Reading

This article was originally published on People’s Daily on May 11, 2024

https://chinaus-icas.org/research/l-e-a-d-legislative-brief-passive-decoupling/
https://chinaus-icas.org/u-s-china-l-e-a-d-project/
https://chinaus-icas.org/u-s-china-l-e-a-d-project/legislative-actions-directory/
https://chinaus-icas.org/research/claims-of-chinese-overcapacity-undermine-americas-own-strengths/
https://english.news.cn/20240518/822223c14f52425283887d3fd7cb8852/c.html
https://chinaus-icas.org/research/observer-china-is-a-leading-player-in-the-global-clean-energy-revolution/
https://peoplesdaily.pdnews.cn/topnews/er/30044810371
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---TnT Commentary---
To Win the EV Race, Washington Must Abandon the Overcapacity

Talks...and Do More
By Yilun Zhang
May 8, 2024

Recent talks on China’s green product overcapacity brought a new
wave of tensions between Washington and Beijing…

The White House made it clear: China’s industrial overcapacity,
including in the EV industry, is a result of Beijing’s overinvestment in
factory capacity building which largely exceeds its domestic demand
and becomes “too large for the rest of the world to absorb.”...

Continue Reading

---ICAS In the News---

On Monday, May 13, 2024, Senior Fellow Sourabh Gupta was quoted by Politico on U.S.-China academic
collaboration and sensitive technologies.

- “[National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan] said, these next 10 years are our critical years, and we plan to keep as
big a lead as possible, not just be one generation ahead…And what he didn’t say was also try to suppress the
Chinese in trying to catch up.”

- “Basically, any advancing computing capabilities will be deemed to have some element of military application.
And it doesn’t matter if it is an academic or research institute and if that research has immediate commercial
applicability or not. Better to be safe than sorry.”

On Thursday, May 9, 2024, Research Associate Yilun Zhang
was interviewed on GD Today about how opportunities and
challenges coexist in China's pursuit of new ‘quality
productive forces.’

- “Traditionally, China's economic model has been
export-driven, driven by cheap but scalable labor...but
now that has changed because China's demographics
have changed and because of the economic
transformation where it is moving up the value chain."

- "Now China's primary competitor is the developed
countries. They have high technology, and China is
going to be one of them…China needs to generate more
investment into this innovation to boost its production force."

On Tuesday, May 7, 2024, Senior Fellow Sourabh Gupta was quoted by South China Morning Post on President Xi
Jinping’s visit to the Belgrade Embassy bombing site while on a state visit in Serbia.

- “China might or might not forgive but it will never forget what happened on that fateful day in 1999.”
- “The relative restraint stemmed, in my view, from the fact that the Chinese leadership sadly and reluctantly

understood that in high likelihood the bombing had been a tragic error – even though it may have been during an
illegal war.”

On Monday, May 6, 2024, the ICAS Trade ‘n Technology Program’s recent event on AI governance and cooperation
was highlighted and summarized by China Daily.

https://chinaus-icas.org/research/to-win-the-ev-race-washington-must-abandon-the-overcapacity-talks-and-do-more/
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/digital-future-daily/2024/05/13/is-there-a-future-for-u-s-china-research-collaboration-00157725
https://www.newsgd.com/node_d36b0ef83f/982278ecfd.shtml
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3261747/china-sends-message-nato-xis-visit-belgrade-embassy-bombing-site
https://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202405/06/WS66382beaa31082fc043c554a.html

